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For wherever your adventure riding takes you, from city
streets to mountain passes and beyond, Triumph’s Tiger
family delivers a versatile, dynamic and agile ride with all
the performance, technology and comfort you need.
2020 welcomes the launch of the new Tiger 900, an all-new
family designed to deliver an exciting new benchmark for
capability, performance and style, plus two new additions to
the highly regarded Tiger 1200 family.

A N A L L- N E W D IM E N S I O N
T O YO U R T I GE R A DV E N T U R E S
The Tigers’ world-renowned characteristics are a winning
combination of signature triple engine torque and power,
innovative technology and premium riding versatility.
The all-new Tiger 900 GT and Rally line-ups represent a
transformation in performance and ride quality, and are
built to deliver a quantum leap forward, setting the new
benchmark for maximum adventure in every ride. The
Tiger 1200 range encompasses truly epic motorcycles built
to take you everywhere in first-class comfort and style,
while the Tiger Sport is a versatile sports adventure bike
that enjoys a level of control and agility that is
effortlessly practical.
Owning a Tiger brings a new dimension of freedom
wherever you ride. From winding roads and city streets,
to unforgiving trails and mountainous paths, all can be
approached with confidence. And when you’ve arrived
at your destination full of stories and still eager to create
more, you’ll know this for sure: your Tiger is not just a
motorcycle, it’s a kindred spirit.
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A L L- N E W

900 FA M ILY

A QUANTUM LEAP
IN ADVENTURE
MOTORCYCLE
CAPABILIT Y

TIGER 900 GT RANGE
A road adventure-focused range with two models –
the new GT and GT Pro – delivering 900cc triple
performance with more power and torque, innovative
technology, and a distinctive premium ride that’s
tough enough for city adventures, long-distance
motorcycling, and everything in between.
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T I G E R 9 0 0 R A L LY R A N G E
Versatile and agile, with a purposeful silhouette and
premium details, the new Tiger 900 Rally and Rally Pro
bring even more incredible off-road capability, with
even higher, triple powered 900cc performance and a
new dominant adventure-focused stance for maximum
adventure in every ride.
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U R B A N A D V E N T U R E S,
L O N G - D I S T A N C E T R A V E L,
AND EVERYTHING
IN BETWEEN
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WHAT DO YOU THINK OF OUR NEW TIGER 900 GT LINE-UP?
SCAN TO GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK:
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A L L- N E W T I GE R 900 G T R A N GE
The innovative, versatile and stylish Tiger 900 GT range combines triple engine performance,
riding comfort and long-distance reliability to bring a whole new world of exhilarating adventures within reach.
New 900cc triple engine – This is an all-new, more
powerful Triumph triple engine with an innovative new
firing order that introduces an even greater level of
character and feel. Fully Euro 5 compliant, this larger
capacity engine has a new crankshaft which improves
the character and sound, new camshafts for increased
torque and acceleration, new balancer, new pistons
and new con rods. Delivering 10% more peak torque,
along with more power and torque across the whole rev
range, this all-new Tiger triple produces an incredible
95PS peak power and 87Nm peak torque.
High-specification suspension – The Tiger 900 GT range
incorporates an advanced suspension set-up that can
handle all the challenges you might face when on longdistance rides. All GT models have a high-quality new
Marzocchi suspension specification, with upside down
cartridge forks, manually adjustable compression and
rebound damping, and 180mm wheel travel at the front.
At the rear, the GT has manual preload and rebound
damping adjustment with 170mm wheel travel, while the
top-spec GT Pro sets a new benchmark in the segment
with a gas pressurised rear suspension unit (RSU).
This is electronically adjustable for preload and rebound
damping, with 170mm wheel travel. The GT Low Ride
Height model has 140mm wheel travel at the front,
and 151mm travel at the rear.
Significantly lighter with a new class-defining chassis –
Ten kilograms lighter than its closest competition, the
Tiger 900 features a new lighter weight modular steel
trellis frame, with bolt-on rear sub-frame and bolt-on
pillion hangers. There’s also a new twin radiator set-up,
enhancing the new more aggressive adventure looks
and bringing enhanced cooling performance
with improved airflow management that reduces
the ambient heat levels felt by the rider.

Premium ride equipment – New category-leading high
performance Brembo Stylema® monobloc brakes are
lightweight, compact and deliver immediate response.
An all-new airbox has a more easily accessible air filter
designed for quick and easy replacement. The GT range
also features as standard a two-position seat height,
which is adjustable between 810 – 830mm, to suit any
rider for a comfortable riding position on any journey.
A new 20-litre fuel tank brings improved long-distance
capability to the Tiger 900 GT range.
New ride-enhancing technology – The new
Tiger 900 GT range features new optimised cornering
ABS and optimised cornering traction control that’s
enabled via a fully integrated Inertial Measurement
Unit, plus class-leading new 7-inch TFT instruments,
up to five riding modes, new all-LED lighting and
Daytime Running Light (DRL – local restrictions
may apply), heated grips and mobile phone storage
with charging.
Low Ride Height – An even more accessible
Tiger 900 GT is available that has a 50mm lower
seat height than the standard GT, with dedicated
forks and RSU with an exclusive suspension set-up,
plus a lower seat height than any other Tiger 900
model. The standard Tiger 900 GT and GT Pro have
an adjustable seat height of between 810 – 830mm,
while the Tiger 900 GT ‘Low Ride Height’ variant can
be adjusted to between 760 – 780mm.
Additional specification on the GT Pro –
New Triumph Shift Assist enables smooth and
comfortable up and down clutchless gear changes,
new Bluetooth® module and integrated My Triumph
connectivity system for phone and GPS use, heated
rider and pillion seats, five riding modes (Road, Rain,
Off-Road, Sport and Rider-Programmable), illuminated
switches and Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.
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GT RANGE
K E Y F E AT U R E S
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The entry point into this exciting new family benefits
from road-focused cast wheels and a lighter weight
chassis set-up that includes an all-new enhanced twin
radiator, and ride-enhancing features such as new
high-specification Marzocchi front and rear suspension
set-up, category-leading Brembo Stylema® brakes,
and slip and assist clutch.

900

GT

GT Pro

Distinctive 900cc 3 cylinder engine &
Ride-by-wire throttle

✔

✔

✔

20-litre fuel tank

✔

✔

✔

Adjustable screen

✔

✔

✔

Brembo Stylema brakes

✔

✔

✔

Riding modes

x2

x4

x5

Slip and assist clutch

✔

✔

✔

Power socket (1x 12V cockpit)

✔

✔

✔

Optimised cornering ABS and
traction control

✔

✔

Inertial Measurement Unit by
Continental

✔

✔

7-inch TFT full-colour instruments

✔

✔

LED headlight with daytime
running light (DRL)

✔

✔

LED indicators

✔

✔

Heated grips

✔

✔

Cruise control

✔

✔

Handguards

✔

✔

Mobile phone storage with
USB charging

✔

✔

KEY FEATURES

®

Taking the Tiger 900’s innovative specifications further,
the GT adds a new class-leading 7-inch TFT instrument
display, new optimised cornering ABS, optimised cornering
traction control, Inertial Measurement Unit with fully
integrated technology system, and ride-enhancing core
technology including four riding modes, heated grips and
cruise control.

With the range-topping GT Pro, the specification reaches
the highest level with a new unique tailored suspension
set-up, including Marzocchi electronic rear suspension
unit with four preload settings, My Triumph connectivity
system, Triumph Shift Assist, heated rider and pillion
seats, illuminated switches, Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System and a fifth Rider-Programmable riding mode.

Marzocchi rear suspension unit (RSU)

✔
A

Heated rider and pillion seats
Illuminated switchcube controls

✔

Triumph Shift Assist
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

A

LED fog lights
Centre stand
My Triumph connectivity system

✔

A

A

✔

A

✔

A

✔

A

✔

A

✔

✔ Standard feature
A Available as accessory
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TIGER 900 GT RANGE

TIGER 900 RALLY RANGE

TIGER SPORT

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 888cc
–
MAX POWER 95.2PS / 93.9bhp (70kW) @ 8,750rpm
–
MAX TORQUE 87Nm @ 7,250rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Marzocchi 45mm upside
down forks – non adjustable
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Marzocchi 45mm upside down
forks with manual rebound and compression damping
adjustment, 180mm travel (140mm LRH)
–
REAR SUSPENSION Marzocchi rear suspension unit
with manual preload adjustment, 170mm rear wheel travel
(GT, GT LRH) Marzocchi rear suspension unit with manual
preload and rebound damping adjustment, 170mm wheel
travel (151mm LRH)
(GT PRO) Marzocchi rear suspension unit, electronically
adjustable preload and rebound damping, 170mm rear
wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master
cylinder, ABS
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Twin 320mm floating discs,
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master
cylinder, optimised cornering ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, Brembo single piston
sliding caliper, ABS
(GT, GT LRH, GT PRO) Single 255mm disc, Brembo
single piston sliding caliper, optimised cornering ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 810-830mm (GT LRH) 760-780mm
–
DRY WEIGHT 192kg (GT) 194kg (GT LRH) 193kg
(GT PRO) 198kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 888cc
–
MAX POWER 95.2PS / 93.9bhp (70kW) @ 8,750rpm
–
MAX TORQUE 87Nm @ 7,250rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 45mm upside down forks
with manual preload, rebound damping and compression
damping adjustment, 240mm wheel travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION Showa rear suspension unit
with manual preload and rebound damping adjustment,
230mm rear wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs, Brembo
Stylema® 4 piston monobloc calipers, radial front master
cylinder, optimised cornering ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc, Brembo single piston
sliding caliper, optimised cornering ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 850-870mm
–
DRY WEIGHT (Rally) 196kg (Rally Pro) 201kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC,
in-line 3-cylinder
–
CAPACITY 1050cc
–
MAX POWER 126PS / 123bhp (93kW) @ 9,475rpm
–
MAX TORQUE 106Nm @ 7,000rpm
–
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 43mm upside down
forks with adjustable preload, rebound and
compression damping, 140mm travel
–
REAR SUSPENSION Showa mono-shock with
adjustable preload and rebound damping,
155mm rear wheel travel
–
FRONT BRAKE Twin 320mm floating discs,
Nissin 4-piston radial calipers, ABS
–
REAR BRAKE Single 255mm disc,
Nissin 2-piston caliper, ABS
–
SEAT HEIGHT 830mm
–
DRY WEIGHT 218kg
–
TANK CAPACITY 20l

900 (BASE MODEL), GT, GT LRH, GT PRO

RALLY, RALLY PRO
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